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Presenters:
Names, MI Excel Statewide Field Team



The MI Excel Statewide Field Team at Calhoun 
Intermediate School District proudly recognizes our partners in this work:

Eastern UP Intermediate School District

Gogebic Ontonagon Intermediate School District

Muskegon Area Intermediate School District

We are grateful for their willingness to share their 
expertise with us and the entire state. Thank you!



Session Description
In this session, building leaders will utilize the 
components from Selecting Blueprint Leaders 
and Teachers suite of tools.  Leaders will build 
their  experience with the hiring process to gain 
a deeper understanding of teacher profile 
competencies and how each step in the hiring 
process supports finding candidates that fit 
district and building needs.



Learning Outcomes

Participants will: 
● Examine a strategic hiring process for selecting teachers 

who demonstrate specific Blueprint Competencies.
● Identify what it looks like when selecting blueprint 

teachers process is installed at scale.
● Gain an understanding of the importance of using 

competencies in selecting blueprint teachers



District Planning Template



Agenda

● Welcome, Introductions, Grounding Activity
● The Blueprint and the Talent Management System 
● Strategic Hiring District Example at Scale

○ Overview of Phases and Steps
● What are Competencies 

○ The Behavioral Event Interview
○ BEI Practice

● Wrap Up/Session Feedback



Session Working Agreements

Share ideas.
Encourage others to share.
Commit to confidentiality.

Ask questions.
Respectfully challenge thinking.

Be fully present.
Take care of your needs.
Use technology to enhance learning.



Dramatic Improvement in Student, Teacher, and Leader Performance in a short amount of Time. 

The Blueprint:
Systematic Reconfiguration



Selecting Blueprint Teachers



Rationale
“Education is a human-intensive endeavor.  Turning around 
chronically failing schools (or dramatic improvement) 
requires leaders and teachers with specific skills and talent 
that not everyone possesses.  Curriculum, performance 
management, interventions, and stakeholder engagement all 
impact the instructional process, but talent management is 
the one area that turnaround [dramatic improvement] hinges 
on, and thus it is one of the most important pieces to get 
right” (Zavadsky, 2012, p.23).



Find Your WHY!



Whom do you see 
as you are about 
to change the 
world?

Sharrett & Fullan (2012)
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Where does Selecting 
Blueprint Teachers fit within 
the Blueprint?



Learning Outcomes
Participants will: 
● Examine a strategic hiring process for selecting 

teachers who demonstrate specific Blueprint 
Competencies.

● Identify what it looks like when selecting blueprint 
teachers process is installed at scale.

● Gain an understanding of the importance of using 
competencies in selecting blueprint teachers



Dramatic Improvement in Student, Teacher, and Leader Performance in a short amount of Time. 

The Blueprint:
Systematic Reconfiguration



Talent Management
Talent Management is concerned with finding, 

identifying, developing, and keeping the talent 
required to impact student, teacher, and leader 

performance in districts where systemic 
reconfiguration purposefully disrupts current 

practice to create a new structure of coherent, 
aligned district and building systems to ensure 

success for all students.





Hiring Process Example - At Scale
➢ HR:  Reviewed Exit Data, Developed Posting, Application Review, and Virtual 

Screen
➢ District:  Provides the building principal and central office partner with a slate of 

candidates for a position
➢ Principal, Central Office Partner and Building Team:  Technical Interview and 

Performance Task
➢ Principal, Central Office:  Behavior Event Interview
➢ Principal and Central Office Partner:  Identifies final two candidates for a teaching 

position, HR completes reference checks,  and recommends for the Fit to School 
Interview

➢ Principal and Building Team:  Complete “Fit to School” 
➢ Superintendent:  Makes the recommendation to the board for a contract



Sample Timeline
March:
1st – Review written job descriptions
2nd – 18th application window open
15th – Screening team training and 
calibration
21st – Application screening
22nd – Virtual screening of candidates
25th – Technical screening and 
performance task
28th – Behavior Event Interview (BEI)
29th – Fit to School

30st – Vetting the Candidate
31st – Job Offer
April School Board meeting – Board 
Approval



Selecting Blueprint Teacher Process



4 Phases



4 Phases



Grounded in Research
Public Impact.  (2008,206).  School turnaround leaders: Competencies for success.  Chapel Hill, NC: 
Author.  Retrieved from http://publicimpact.com/web/wp-
content/uploads/2009/09/Turnaround_Leader_Competencies.pdf

Public Impact.  (2008,206).  School turnaround leaders: Selection Toolkit.  Chapel Hill, NC: Author.  
Retrieved from http://www.publicimpact.com/publications/Turnaround_Leader_Selection_Toolkit.pdf

Public Impact: Kowal, J., & Hassel, E.A. (2005).  Turnarounds with new leaders and staff.  Washington, 
DC: Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement.  Retrieved from
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED502903.pdf

Spencer, L.M., & Spencer, S.M. (1993).  Competence at work: Models for superior performance.  New 
York, NY: John Wiley and Sons. 

Zavadsky, H. (2012). School turnarounds: The essential role of districts. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
Education Press.

http://publicimpact.com/web/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Turnaround_Leader_Competencies.pdf
http://www.publicimpact.com/publications/Turnaround_Leader_Selection_Toolkit.pdf
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED502903.pdf


Taking Stock: 
What is your current hiring process?
How are you currently conducting the hiring 
process in your district?

How is it working for you?
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Competencies-The Why and 
What



Learning Outcomes
Participants will: 
● Examine a strategic hiring process for selecting teachers 

who demonstrate specific Blueprint Competencies.
● Identify what it looks like when selecting blueprint 

teachers process is installed at scale.
● Gain an understanding of the importance of using 

competencies in selecting blueprint teachers



Teacher Competencies

● Consistent patterns of thinking, feeling, acting, and 
speaking

● Key predictors of how someone will perform at 
work

● Measurable distinguishers between very high 
performers and lower-performing teachers  in a 
systemic reconfiguration setting



The Iceberg Model



Teacher Competencies

● Research suggests that competencies make the 
difference

● Focus on those that will distinguish between very 
successful teachers and leaders

● People who have previously exhibited high levels 
of the competencies that determine success in 
high need situations are more likely to succeed as 
future reconfiguration efforts



Competency Overview



Public Impact’s Four Clusters of 
Competencies 



Blueprint Teacher 
Profile

Blueprint Teacher Profile

A Blueprint teacher skillfully 
demonstrates the leadership 
competencies and expertise 

needed to systemic 
reconfiguration and to 

effectively respond to the 
district’s commitment to 

“dramatic improvement in 
student, teacher, and leader 

performance in a short amount 
of time” (Chandler & Frank, 

2015).



Quick Check In

In your own words:

How would you explain what competencies are?

What is their importance?
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Competencies-The How



Competency Rubrics



Competency Rubrics
1. Review the Structure of the Rubric

a. Rubric
b. Description
c. Specific Behaviors at each Level
d. Colors

2.  Review the Content
a. Identify Specific Behaviors at level  1 and 2
b. Identify Specific Behaviors at level 3 and 4



Competency Dive Chart



Competency Rubrics Practice

1. Review the Teacher Actions (3 scenarios)
a. Identify actions that align with the rubric
b. Rate on Competency rubric



Teacher Actions-Scenario 1
A teacher intentionally requested the  postponing of 
the implementation of Project-Based Learning, a key 
aspect of the school’s vision, in order to prioritize 
implementation of strong, direct instructional 
strategies. The teacher has made the strategic 
decision, which may be unpopular with peers, to 
focus on having the instructional basics mastered 
first prior to tackling more complex, interdisciplinary 
instructional approaches.



Teacher Actions-Scenario 2
A teacher leverages every opportunity to engage students in 
learning, and spends extra time to support catch up growth 
with early morning, after school and Saturday’s one on one or 
small group learning sessions. The teacher consistently 
speaks of and  shows activities that meet the needs of each 
child in the teacher’s classroom.  “No one is left out, whether 
it is a student who needs to review or a student who needs an 
additional challenge.” The teacher sets challenging goals for 
every child, monitors student performance formatively to 
adjust instruction and approaches to better meet individual 
student learning needs. 



Teacher Actions-Scenario 3
A teacher is skilled at making content relevant to the students. 
The teacher brings  the outside world into the classroom.  The 
teacher engages students by getting them to think about 
issues that are important to their community and their lives. 
The teacher motivates students by modeling his/her 
enthusiasm for learning, love of books, love of travel, hobbies, 
etc.  The teacher influences students and their families by 
seeking out opportunities to communicate with parents about 
their child’s successes and by inviting parents to share their 
expertise, and by listening to their ideas. 



Quick Check In
○ This makes sense because…

○ A connection I am making is…

○ What are you wondering  about…
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The Behavioral Event Interview



Learning Outcomes
Participants will: 
● Examine a strategic hiring process for selecting 

teachers who demonstrate specific Blueprint 
Competencies.

● Identify what it looks like when selecting blueprint 
teachers process is installed at scale.

● Gain an understanding of the importance of using 
competencies in selecting blueprint teachers



Selecting Blueprint Teacher Process



What is the Behavioral Event Interview (BEI)?

● BEI is the Behavioral Event Interview.
● BEI is a selection process for choosing 

systemic reconfiguration leaders and 
teachers.

● BEIs allow interviewers to identify promising 
candidates with Blueprint competencies
from a much larger pool: teacher-leaders, 
assistant principals, principals of more 
typical schools, not just those who have 
been turnaround principals.



Goals of the BEI
The interviewer’s goal is to :
● Understand, in detail, how candidates 

perform various aspects of their work. 
● Identify what candidates have done to 

achieve success at work, as it is a 
strong predictor of how they will seek 
success at work in the future.

● Find the best fit candidate to meet the 
identified district needs.



Goals of the BEI

Other goals:
○ decrease turnover rate
○ increase new hire engagement
○ increase new talent impact on 

student performance



The BEI Difference
● Research indicates a traditional 

interview rarely uncovers 
competencies that predict future 
performance.

● Too often, candidates speak in 
generalities about what they think 
they should or would do, not 
about what they actually did.



The BEI Training
● Training is a part of the process 

for the interview team.
● The BEI is a consistent process, 

but just one part of the application 
process.

● Flexible time frames and 
formatting are possible.



The BEI Format

● Behavioral Event Interviews are conducted 
using a script.  (Public Impact, 2016)

● In a BEI, candidates are asked to describe 
their detailed actions and thinking in past 
work events.  

● The expectation is that the candidate will 
spend 15-30 minutes or more describing 
the work event. (Public Impact, 2008). 

● Probing questions are asked



The Do’s and Don’ts of a BEI



The BEI Format-Jigsaw

1. Form Triads
2. Read the section of the BEI article (A. 

Training Materials, BEI Process Public 
Impact)
a. Highlight Keywords, steps, ideas

3. Review the content
4. Connect to your district.

a. What might you need to put in place to 
be able to use this process?

b. What training might you to provide?



The BEI Simulation - Overview
1. Simulation #1: Video

a. Note differences from traditional interview

2. Simulation #2: BEI Interview Scripts
a. BEI Script
b. Evidence, Scoring, Calibration

3. Simulation #3: On Your Own 
a. Repeat Triad practice of the process.



The Behavioral Event Interview - Video



Behavior Event Interview- Simulation #2 BEI 
Sample Script Scoring
Preview:

1. Review the Achievement Rubric or Impact and 
Influence Rubric

2. Review the sample BEI Script

Process:
1. Form pairs
2. Individual note taking, finding evidence, individual 

scoring



Behavior Event Interview- Simulation #2 BEI 
Sample Script Scoring
Process, continued:

1. Individual  scan of notes and evidence.  Individual 
scoring.

2. Team review  of notes and evidence.
3. Use the rubric, with evidence to rate candidate’s 

competencies.
4. Discuss and calibrate.  
5. Table talk and reach consensus score identifying 

supporting evidence.



BEI Simulation #3:  Practice in Triads
1. Conduct the interview with BEI scenario question, your choice
2. Script Evidence 
3. Individual reflection and scoring.
4. Use Rubric with evidence to rate candidate.

● How would you score this candidate?
● What evidence did you hear? Site specific phrases 

and words.
● Identify competencies.
● Discount we statements,  future intentions



BEI Simulation #3:  Getting Organized
1. Move into Triads
2. Choose a competency.
3. Review the Rubric.  Highlight keywords. Note level 

distinguishers.
4. Select roles:
○ Interviewer/Prober
○ Scripter(s)
○ Interviewee



BEI Notetaking Rubrics



Chalk Talk

● Formulate  small groups
● Chart paper (a  place to write)
● A marker for each person



Chalk Talk



Chalk Talk-Implementing the BEI

1. Benefits….
2. Challenges…..
3. Questions I still have…..



Selecting Blueprint Teachers Process



Process Feedback
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Follow the MI Excel Statewide Field Team on Social Media

Twitter - @Blueprint_SWFT

Facebook - MI Excel Blueprint Professional Learning

Instagram - @blueprint_swft
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MI Excel Leadership Institute
Building Leadership Capacity to Realize Systematic Reconfiguration 
June 18-20


